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Many of the alchemical images and emblems appearing in this collection are modern 

re-colourings/restorations of late Medieval-to-Early Modern originals by Adam 

Mclean (Scottish artist, alchemy expert and web-master for The Alchemy Website) 

and have been used with his permission. Note: copyright for these images/prints is 

retained by McLean. For more details about Adam’s marvelous work as well as details 

about how to purchase his alchemy prints please go to:  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam_McLean  
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http://www.alchemywebsite.com/Paintings/artweblog.html  

 

Other images, particularly copies of black and white emblematic engravings from a 

range of late medieval-to-Early Modern images, are in the public domain. 
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Image: 8
th
 image from Splendor Solis (1530) ‘alchemical sequence ‘Man emerging from a swamp is 

greeted by an angel’. Image courtesy The Alchemy Website. 

 



 

 

PUBLISHER’S WARNING 

 

These poems were recovered from a DVD in 

an ornate wooden box found in a cave 

complex at the back of a property near 

Harcourt central Victoria, Australia (2006). 

Apart from the DVD, the box contained five 

novel manuscripts and other objects 

supposedly originating from a parallel 

Australia. The DVD contained various files 

organized by the apparently ‘fictional’ 

Dinas Yarkuk Transmedia Collective. The 

collective suggested that the untimely 

release of their ‘quantum influenced’ 

material to a digital/analogue version of the 

‘global super-brain’ could be potentially 

‘destabilising’. For the full story go to: The 

City of Quartz at the ‘Songs of the 

Interstitium: transmedia project’ online site. 

 



 

 

The Muse and the UFO 

 

The Muse threw the poet a puzzle 

a weirdling gadget 

 silver and hexagonal 

suitably 2020, perhaps a child’s toy 

 or a panacea for ills futuristic 

something computoid, very geometric 

and shifting, spinning, turning 

in a formulaic rush  

of space-time convolutions 

and 

zones of worlds of zones 

 

‘Oh, Mathematic Muse!’ I said, 

 aware of a certain dizziness 

 a certain vertiginous loss of centres 

the UFOid thingy-ma-jig  

 darted this way and that 

‘Thoroughly non-organic!’ I said, 

teasing the White Trout Goddess 

but thinking, ‘What is this? 

An ether plug, or some such thing 

perfect, gemlike, willful. 

Surely, for all the universe a portal!’ 

 

My UFO 

is shiny, symmetric, simple 

a weirdling gadget 

a lock without a key 

and beyond the skills of thieves, 

and thoroughly inhuman.
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The L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E of Torch, 

Dog, Herm, Caduceus, Wine and Bull 

 

the collective unconscious is not  

the personal unconscious—and thus 

we’re on the look out for 

 bull, snake, ivy and wine 

or that earnest bearded face against 

 white-grounded sepulchral vase. he’s often 

accompanied by the queen of thresholds, birth 

death and amicable communication between  

gods  

and  

humans. 

 

there is a second psychic system, collective,  

 universal and impersonal, in it we note 

magnificent wine vessels, enormous rhyta  

 and artificial drinking horns. (though unrelated 

to the mild, relentless, unyielding 

 psychopomp in all his ‘such-ness’). 

meanwhile, others look for a single 

 monolithic image of  

 The Goddess. 

 

there is a region of the psyche … empirical 

 not philosophical or speculative … 

and it’s true that the men carried a bull 

 in their arms to the sanctuary. 

by contrast, the world of Hermes meant 

 ‘deft guidance and sudden gain’, also 

permission to entertain ‘versions’ of everything - 

 for example, distinct ‘versions’ of Hecate 

 

a quaternary minus a trinity 

 equals monotheism. 

let us summarise the work: 

 the idea of a second birth … 

 Dionysus born to give joy without violence … 

 Apollo made less anally retentive … 

 Invisible threads connect Hermes to 

 Hecate—nurse (kourotrophos) to all living beings … 

 

the dog, paradoxically, is an impure animal companion 

 thus suitable for purification ceremonies. and 

the two serpents at the end of the rod 

 have travelled   

from centre to periphery 

(have worn each other down) and 



 

 

 

now they spill their poison 

 beyond the perimeter  

 of Torch and Herm—the place 

where the dogs bark  

 at sunset. 

 

 
 

Image: Gallic ‘Mercury’ (stonework) public domain image. 



 

 

When You First Noticed the Apparitions 

 

 
 

Paradise is underground 

but you have to scratch about a bit. 

At level one the first intimations—as though birthed 

 by the pitch blackness.  

The sense of creatures moving  

around behind the rock.  

 

Hermes promised gold 

just to get you down here, 

and you came, in the criss-cross  

  of childhood, 

wandered into an old mine-head 

 unsealed by recent rains. 

It seemed so easy 

 and you weren’t afraid at all, just 

bored at the long summer days 

 the still and quiet house. 

Was it on a morning? Throwing a bone 

 for the dog, but the dog  

wasn’t about, just that distant wounded yelp.  

Almost like Persephone 

 but you were eleven years 

 of boy. And 

 you weren’t afraid at all. 

 

The earth is hell and the heavens 

 are a greater hell—you can live 

your entire life up there 

in the thin declining air.  

You won’t find deities up there— 

not even the perfect one and drugged: 

 the celestial spheres  



 

 

are wishful thinking, a Hollywood stink-job 

 

Hermes and Hades say 

Come hither, into the gloomy depths— 

 although there’s a bull 

 mad and horned and stomping, 

 snorting and bastardised  

and thirsty for blood of boy and girl. 

Although there’s a woman  

 stained with blood of her  

 sons after Jason—half mad 

with malefic incantations and the added guilt of  

 killing her baby brother—for love, 

 she said, for love.  

  

Although her jealousy  

stalks the tunnels 

you’d risk this—and a dozen years 

 of marriage; you’d risk  

the bull-man, the dancing sorcerer, his 

  swallow up the ego 

  of the post-Ice Age hero. 

And thus you descended, unawares 

 there would be no simple return 

to the same town 

 to the same moment in time.  

 

It was later that day 

 the flash-light exhausted and 

feeble, your pet silent  

 after tunnels and ladders, 

it was later that day 

 looking for light 

that you noticed the apparitions. 

 

 

 
Image: engraving from Edward Kelly's 15 emblem sequence Theatre of Terrestrial Astronomy.



 

 

Katabasis and leo rubeus 

 

 
 

You wouldn’t think it underground  

so high in the atmosphere 

so young in the heart 

and Mumbai shanties (though then 

 the word was ‘Bombay’) 

 and broad-leaved trees. 

‘Further? Where?’ 

 as my  brother vomits 

into another airline bag. 

 

And all these stages  

 so long to complete—and 

bedevilled by lead,  

worm and dragon—a strong 

dash of pre-birth Mercury, and  

 heat-quickened in 1970 

at Mascot airport with an Australian 

summer approaching. 

The journey 

a momentum of its own. 

 

Dreamt dissolving limbs, sulphur and acid, 

 the God of travel ate skin and muscle,  

‘til flesh too acrid for crows, never-mind 

those happy parrot Charites. 

Reduced 



 

 

to the bleach-white 

 bone of Luna— 

a long way from golden 

 English summer 

and a farm with gracious bees 

 that danced among roses, 

daffodils and bluebells—I had 

to read my Wordsworth 

just to remember.   

 

Despite blisters of Hermes 

 there was a time 

between Fool and Mortification 

 joy of new world 

and surreal golden tan 

despite approaching  

Putrefication. 

 

And then another strong splash  

 of Mercury 

another shore 

 another dissolution  

nigredo at the tipping into abyss 

barely holding on 

 as the jet veered 

and breaked along the runway 

 angry engine roar 

enough to make me a fast, fast bowler. 

 

Hermes you grinning bastard 

I’m through with all these bones! 

 

Ripened, and fully prepared 

 roots weak and stunted  

the orbits all in disarray  

 we don’t hold on 

to anything aware 

 relinquishment 

is the name of the game—no need 

 for Rimbaud (or Derrida) 

your parents 

did it for you. 

 

Of course you’d find  

 a Gemini rising 

just to put the sol niger
1
 

(though he wore a blue robe) 

                                                 
1
 ‘the black’ or ‘melancholy sun’. 



 

 

 firmly on his throne—your head 

in the jaws of leo rubeus,
2
  

though some 

 would think him Green. 

   

 We’ll leave you like that 

 in need 

of the other side of Hermes 

  

  

                                                 
2
 ‘the red lion’. 



 

 

Vera Imaginatio  
 

 
 

‘The earth, being eager to germinate always produces something; sometimes you will 

imagine birds or beasts or reptiles in the glass.’
3
 

 Philalethes 
 

At first glint of sun on 

 impressionistic, chocolate damp hide: 

A komodo dragon… Mind loops, 

 falters, legs pedal slower: 

A baby crocodile …By the water-hole 

 and the golf course civil. 

But surely 

 not here in southern New South Wales— 

with the ocean close 

and the state border. 

 

Full-grown son steers his bike, wide berth 

 of this uroboric dinosaur kin— 

it saunters, slithers closer to fern and 

 wattle under-storey. 

The largest, oldest goanna  

 I’ve every encountered. And 

pauses—thin mercurial tongue flicks 

 cool September air. 

‘I thought it was a log!’ son says, 

 breathing deeply and  

fascinated. 

 

Someone’s well-fed totem— 

 man size, crawling the lush grass. 

Such hallucinogenic moments 

 destabilise paradigms—do I see 

                                                 
3
 ‘Introitus apertus’ in The Musaeum hermeticum, xiv, p687. 



 

 

the Mercury serpent  

 in the flask of the chemist 

(and the fountain drowns the sun  

 upon heating) 

and eating his own tail? 

 

Foreshadows dismemberment  

 (to separate the elements four), 

soil dark interment, and 

 green shoot resurrection?  

But the dragon is old 

 he lumbers the cosmos 

 and hungry for rebirth. 

 

Soon after, I misread the terrain 

 hit a sandy quagmire at speed 

and buckle the bike 

 bloody forearm  

 bruised ribs and shoulder socket 

 fat blue thumb 

 and swollen knee. 

 

I am become the iridescent skin 

 (“chiefly green, red, grey”)
4
 

of metals molten at the point of transformation  

 —pain and the element of fire, 

and this salamander apparition  

 is, no doubt,  

changeling 

 in the silver chemistry 

 of water.  

 

 
 
Image 1: From an 18th century manuscript, Zoroaster, Clavis Artis. 

Image 2: from the Aurora consurgens alchemical sequence (About 1420-1430).

                                                 
4
 Hoghelande (1594) in “De alch. diff.” Theatre Chemical, I, p.150. 



 

 

The Chymical King/The Sick King 

 

 
 

Detect, in his sickness, corruptions 

of seven fundamental metals— 

and dim recollections of Luna,  

before the syphilis  

 and the dropsy. Before the long,  

abysmal dryness, the harshness 

 the bright glare of Gold 

where there should have been  

vegetation. 

 

He opens his gape and scares 

 the little Sun mortal—a whale routine 

and your feet thrash desperate against  

his old grey lips of rubber 

 worm in a fish jaw. 

Though recently born 

 you are old, older than the 

herms of Mercury. 

 

Odour of gangrene, and stifle the urge 

 —but you got used to it, and 

scar tissue covered a deep infection. 

A parasitic growth to yellow  

his eyes. 

The physicians poured in the sulphur,  

but the land would not revive.  

 

 His servants roamed the kingdom: 

‘A balm for the Chymical Monarch!’ 

 but nothing effective  

was found. 

Then settled 



 

 

a hot and twisting  

fever, a cold and  

heavy fever. 

 

He dreamt three young women  

and a mischievous youth:  

he led, they danced,  

they danced a complex,  

gracious dance, a slow  

 and joyous dance and 

all about the royal fountain. 

 

He dreamt himself a coffin, 

 he dreamt himself a queen 

and all the time his flesh would peel 

 —strong chemicals applied 

and such an acrid stench! 

And when he spoke (as if  

from the pit of death) he foamed  

and scared the dogs. 

 

He led, they danced, 

 they danced a complex 

gracious dance. 

And he dreamt himself a queen 

a queen in the waters of the fountain—  

confessed to his advisors, in his few lucid moments, 

a strong urge to dissolve 

an urge, a strong urge, 

 

 to dissolve  

 

in her mercury waters. 

 

 

 
Image: from an alchemical sequence featuring a ‘sick king’ being stabbed to death. Re-colouration by 

Adam Mclean.



 

 

Copper and Bronze 

 

Caught in the jaw 

 of Father Time’s maw  

lead in my brain, a 

raven, pecking at my 

 genital ache— 

one of those graveyard trees 

 rooted to my feet 

and creeping up my calf and shin. 

 

Not a scene the  

 alchemical zero brigade 

of publication points and 

studious avant garde revolutions 

will ever understand. 

 Theorised they are 

into permanent erections  

 of knowledge. 

 

Too late! I’ve 

 exploded into Baudelaire’s  

heavy, heavy present—ornate 

 Parisian whores, impure mercury 

in my bloodstream, 

 look at this rash on my chest!  

 And a lover 

keen on the Gold Standard 

 when I would only give her 

kisses of copper  

and bronze.  



 

 

Mercury Girl and deus absconditus
5
 

 
‘He ascends from earth to heaven and receives the power of Above and Below, and puts 

off his earthy and impure nature and clothes himself in the heavenly nature.’ Penotus, 

Theatr. chem… I (1659), p601.  

 

 
 

I - Nigredo 

 

You won’t piece her together 

nor the female serpent in the philosophic tree. 

They come as a party ensemble—and swim primordial  

in an ocean of quicksilver.  

 

One kiss  

Hermaphrodite 

and crumble the castle walls. 

Exposed as Hermes vulgaris 

 and travel light as air  

with the certain knowledge: 

 child of Saturn. 

 

You will not fix her features 

 changing like that 

  dependent on the sunrise  

 and any stray cloud— 

Gemini in ascendant, 

 girl of fluid being. 

 

                                                 
5
 ‘hidden god’ 



 

 

II – A Tentative Conjunction 

 

To know her, become her. 

 And several tonne of stone 

to disassemble: useless armour  

of hero 

and Melusina in a gum tree.  

 

And then you woke up 

 afloat on a complex ocean 

oh drowning troubadour—and which way  

the stars? 

She became school fish 

 dart and dazzle, and the larger 

creature circled, be thankful the moonlight! 

 

She became dolphin 

a certain timeless hour 

 and I’m not fussing as 

body morphs to body. 

 

besides, that moment 

when the clocks failed 

the night refused her devils. 

 

III—The Albido 

 

There’s a lot left out 

 never enough words 

to capture even a single moment. 

 

A morning by the lake, 

argentum vivum, and  

strange movements of air— 

swimming together 

though we didn’t cup the water. 

 

And 

you, threadbare student! beware her  

telum passionis
6
  - avoid 

the gaze of  

the androgynous homunculus,  

for 

if you touch her skin 

 you will dissolve. 

There’s a song she lures by—  

 herm(es)aphrodite 

                                                 
6
 ‘the dart of passion’ 



 

 

—though it never finds a body. 

begins 

 Once upon a time 

a spirit in a bottle. 

 

 

 

 
Image: from the Aurora consurgens alchemical sequence (About 1420-1430). 

 



 

 

A Postmodern Nigredo
7
 

 

 
 

At that time 

troubled by words 

 not adequately connecting 

to things. Three years of 

 not ill enough for medicine 

or incarceration. And 

 roaming the planet 

flinging leather balls at  

 stocky men in white holding 

decorated lumps of flexible wood  

and armoured up 

 like American footballers 

or luna motorcyclists. 

 

Only a tenuous sense of ‘I’  

to venture the harsh light 

of necessary socialisation. 

Fragmentation is a party trick  

for tenured academics—  

you can tell they’ve never known the terror 

 of abyss, the possibility  

of never coming back. I would not 

 wish it … 

 

Call it Nigredo, a time when the promise  

of sunlight really mattered—  

others in the deep sea drowned  

or skeletal in stone vaults 

 of Gothic.  

Such slippage. 

Ever after  

 hard to be a realist. 

 

                                                 
7
 Image from ‘The Twelve Keys' alchemical series accompanying text by Basil Valentine (first included 

in Michael Maier's Tripus aureus (1618) issued by Lucas Jennis). 



 

 

The Sealed Athanor
8
 

 
 ‘Ignorance, O son, is the 

first of these tormentors. 

The second is Sorrow; the 

third is Intemperance; the 

fourth Lust; the fifth 

Injustice; the sixth Greed; 

the seventh Deceit; the 

eighth Envy; the ninth 

Treachery; the tenth Anger; 

the eleventh Recklessness; 

the twelfth Malice. These 

are twelve in number, but 

besides these there are many 

others, my son.’ ‘Hermes to 

Tat’, Book 13 The Corpus 

Hermeticum9
 

 

 

 

Begins with deep 

Tantric 

breathing 

(like Ginsberg in Howl)— 

and warm the crystal retort 

 to boiling point. 

 

You arrived at midday 

under a Dark Sun 

 disturbed at the colors 

in the vessel/ solar plexus, 

 you signed the papers 

  agreed to the trace elements: 

sulphur, quicksilver and salt.   

 

Then sealed in a hotel room 

 with memories, and pen  

 courtesy Hermes-Thoth— 

God of scribes and scholars 

 God of warring serpents 

  God of the Grail  

and the Green-Gold. 

 

As the temperature increased: 

 noticed a pain 

  under your ribs 

                                                 
8
 Image: from Splendor Solis series of alchemical images (1530). 

9
 From The Way of Hermes, p. 67, Translated by Salaman, Van Oyen, Wharton and Mahe, Inner 

Traditions International, 2004.  



 

 

an insistent buzz at the 

 base of your skull—tempted, 

  in that instant, to 

  shatter the vessel. 

 

But held tight 

 as the Dragon appeared 

  swirled, stormed, seared  

in the cavity of being, 

 at the heart of the addiction 

  at the source of the dullness. 

 

And bellowed the oven 

 ‘til thick, viscous Humour, 

  wet and heavy, 

saturnine and pessimistic, 

turned gaseous, turned 

 light as Mercury-air. 

 

Animated at last, the lead agreed  

to weep and grieve 

leaving smoke, ash 

and other waste to be disposed of 

 by salamander tracks 

  out of the Garden 

  out of the Fountain 

  away from the Orbits of Karuna. 

 

Observed, after many concentrations, 

 after years of diligence, 

  after learned meditations 

a gradual, almost imperceptible,  

tightening of planetary orbits 

a sudden, miraculous flowering 

  an elixir for imposed fragmentation? 

 

And, on occasion, after  

strong bout of fever, or when stooped  

  over volumes 

lost in the labyrinth 

looked up to vast, awesome, firmament 

or rainbows after a sun-shower,  

at dusk 

or colourful parrots 

in the high trees 

  sporting.  



 

 

The Salamander and the Beloved 

 

  
 

The salamander, alert beside the pool, 

Senses the coming bonfire of souls, darts here and there 

Between stillness, startles the naked woman bathing, she is  

Transfixed by reflections of a flame tree all ablaze 

Against the outer dusk, and the warm late spring air. 

 

He inches closer, shielded by small granite boulders, strewn 

By discarded sea-shells, observes the stone 

Statute at pool’s centre, and the delicate ripples 

Of fabulous trout all nuzzling the underwater form— 

Sulphuric and womanly—of the stone icon. 

 

Darkness settles the nearby eucalypts. 

The woman turns and smiles, half absorbed, bodily 

By some bright vision, some all-dissolving thrill  

Of oneness, of coming home. She splashes the 

Surface of the water, gently—invites his  

Near presence. 

 

He observes the alchemy of his own flesh, heated 

To the very cusp of transformation. What 

Secrets threaten here, as a chorus of 

owls—hissing shrieks, punctures of  

Wook-wook and at intervals a long, shivering  

Woo-hoo—agitate the early evening air. 

 

She is in an ecstasy of trance and steam, and so 

Reaches boldly, lips soaked green with ivy,  

Toward the timid salamander. He accepts her touch, 

Her moist-warm fingers, and swells, core and 

Periphery, fearing combustion, sweating but sweetly 

Snared. Netted, alone and together. 



 

 

 

She is set some task, and mindful of his 

First departure works as requested, trusting. She 

recalls their first night, her curiosity provoking, and 

Hot oil shocked upon his sleeping form. And 

Thus she cups him like an infant, blows softly 

Upon his punished skin and enters the water only 

Slowly. 

 

He is molten crystal now, all absorbed 

In lava-fear, not yet amphibian, but this 

Compact of desire risks a lobster’s death, a  

Scorching if she should succumb to impulse. All  

Around them steam, the water’s bubble and froth. What  

Consequence some fumble or splash? 

 

 
 

The statute, tall, cool-blue, centered in the 

Pool observes the agreed upon approach, its  

Cupped hands receive the treasured gift. A  

Salamander, almost senseless, dehydrated 

Writhing, gasping, but grateful, escaping snakelike 

Its outworn skin of limits. 

 

Simultaneous the cool shock of stone, a  

Brilliant blue flash, life-entwined with the last 

Convulsion of ragged serpent skin discarded, 

Momentary only, for the cupped hands crack— 

His inner heat melting, transforming all  

Her glacid ways. 

 

The pool’s lava surges, bubbles, fountains up 

Or so it seems, against her once cold grief, destroys 

An armor so beautiful, and yet so dreadful, and 

Satiates, dissolves itself like some elemental  

Metamorphoses of form and content, leaving only 

Woman, and abating waters warm, as 

Overhead perch nocturnal birds and sing as if human 

And a waning moon, bright as winter snow. 

 



 

 

He, of course, is man 

Skin red and blistered 

Eyes blurry with sulfuric sting, 

Delighted, crying and laughing 

Hugging the amazed women, exhausted 

Delirious and tired.  

 

She touches his 

Left cheek, kisses him gently on the lips 

Then splashes him, teasing. 

 

 

 
Image 1: from Rosarium philosophorum, 20 emblem series 1550. Re-coloured by Adam McLean. 

Image 2: from the Aurora consurgens alchemical sequence (About 1420-1430).



 

 

A Wand to Bring Homunculi into the Light of Day 
 

‘If the sperm, enclosed in a hermetically sealed glass, is buried in horse manure for about forty 

days and properly ‘magnetized,’ it begins to live and to move. After such a time it bears the 

form and resemblance of a human being, but it will be transparent and without a corpus … it 

will grow into a human child … only it will be much smaller … We call such a being a 

homunculus …’ Paracelsus, in Philosophia Sagax 1536.
10

 

 

 
 

‘Left underground for too long 

and the little bastards 

go feral—all sorts of mischief.’ 

 So says the thoughtful guide.  

 

The miners wished them subterranean— 

 to ease the loneliness 

 to populate the darkness—and 

seeded the deep womb with 

little men of  inferior metallics.  

 

There are hundreds of kilometers  

of passageways down there.  

 

The city in sunshine 

 undisturbed on a vast couch 

of half-forgotten hermetic  

excavations—honeycomb  

reverberations of Eden forsaken. 

And all the small ones, by day 

asleep in glass vessels 

of alchemy.  

But by night they scurry  

the tunnels like rats— 

emerging at will 

any old  

urban orifice. 

 

                                                 
10

 Trans. by Hartman, as quoted in Pachter, Paracelsus: Magic into Science, p.220. 



 

 

Instinct senses the precise  

coordinates 

‘Under here, right under here— 

legion of them!’ but 

avoiding the dig for decades— 

helm of your own soul’s  

    purpose. 

 

Until Mercurius took up orbit 

and wand of tiger-snake 

and red-belly black. 

You felt like Odysseus 

 about to meet Circe—in need 

balm for the inevitable potions of desire. 

‘My good friend,’ he said 

 ‘I’ve come about the homunculi.” 

 

Bizarre pagan ritual: ‘First 

 we need three bee goddesses 

and a Muse.’ ‘Next, they all  

 must dance 

around “X” marks the spot.’ 

 

In 1856 the reef surfaced 

 here about. Made  

a lot of people rich 

 and a tribe of people 

dead.  

 

Here they come 

like assembly-line toys: 

 the Siegfried homunculus 

 the Cuchulain homunculus 

 the Achilles homunculus 

 the Heracles homunculus 

and so on to all-heroic sunset. 

 

Meanwhile you dance, she dances, 

 they dance, he chants 

 and He powers up  

the alchemical caduceus—great magnet 

of soul transformation.  

 

They don’t stand a chance 

 he taps them all Zeus-electric: 

 earth scarred tin of scalp 

 green copper furrow of forehead  

off-colour bronze of shoulder  

 scratched silver of cheek 



 

 

converts these soldiers 

  of everyone’s apocalypse 

into small gold statutes, home 

 to saplings and pictographs  

all wrapped up in crane-thought 

courtesy: Hermes-Thoth. 

 

‘And now to the amphitheatre,’ says 

old man Trismegistus, 

and adds: 

 

‘There is no going forwards 

 from here—not  

without a spiral.’  

  

  

 

 
Image: from Edward Kelly's 15 emblem series Theatre of Terrestrial Astronomy.



 

 

The Nigredo in Retrospect 

 

 
 

This is not about absence of colour 

reframe: absence of light. 

The miracle 

 came out human at all 

almost criminal touch and go—near 

too much Mercury-meltdown- 

 bath-of-change— 

and the muscles rigid and 

tough like a Nazi 

all the way to Stalingrad. 

 

Those mid-life school friends, 

 ill disposed to hard-earned  

classical gnosis 

still hitched to the early 

 mélange of me. We’ll 

never be tight 

 while the dollar  

stays strong. I was 

 just passing through. 

 

Though your hair  

like choice 

unravels 

 the afternoon. 

 

  

 

 

 
Image: from the Aurora consurgens alchemical sequence (About 1420-1430). 



 

 

Anima Candida 

 

Though incomplete 

 it can feel like the Stone. 

That luminescent awakening, 

 after long heating and airing, 

seems a lifetime away, instigates 

 the urge to court 

 Sophia, (her wisdom of the body) 

in a tight, compact space 

 under guidance from the spirit 

 of ‘loosing’ and ‘binding’. 

 

Came about after 

fragmentation—workaday grind— 

the symptoms: 

time-lost, disenchantment 

 suspected spell or incantation. 

 

The dove—creature of the ark— 

startles, appears like ghost thing 

(confuse her with the moon) then  

ascends to work, descends, 

 seeks the poignant water 

conceals the puzzle-Stone 

 (lapis that attracts  

 even as it repels  

our long disease of time). 

 

She did not reveal 

 not at that time 

her special qualifications 

 unfurled her wings— 

 she might have been a swan— 

hands paddled the glimmer-red waters 

 and moisture on her lips. 

 

Clear enough today 

 how many decades apprenticed? 

Female  

Guardian of the Lapis.   

  



 

 

A Song for What Remains of the Emerald Forest 

 

I fell into this world last night looking 

for a job that didn’t inundate the ego 

or bleach the world of magic. As I 

recall I was bathing in a fountain, in 

the upper world, and though she was 

in her thirties she seemed so shy and 

gracious—queen of the Charites, or 

three Bee Goddesses. As I recall there 

was once a female trinity: Grace, and 

Joy and Charm. They make the 

flowers bud, but you can’t take that 

for granted anymore. 

 

She had one condition, together we 

must dip our heads in the fountain’s 

water, the transformative fluid, the 

philosophic wine. I had nothing to 

lose and there were several questions I wanted answered. In truth, I wanted to feel 

vulnerable and light again, and free of unhealthy attachments. So I did as she asked.  

 

We held hands, kissed once then submerged ourselves like creatures with gills. It was 

easy to see underwater. She was pointing at some kind of outlet or pump, something 

that seemed to be filtering and purifying the water—one gulp in, one gulp out, back 

and forth like a gigantic heart valve, and we embracing at its central chamber. 

 

I understood her request, dropped deeper, positioned my body and awaited the out-

rush of water. When it came I was propelled downwards and into, though, strangely 

enough, it also felt like an ascent, a vast expansion of awareness.  

 

Next a kind of joy—moist rock slide of paradise. Though cooler at the bottom, and 

emerged in a vast underground cavern. I read her thoughts through rock, or heard her 

voice through the many apertures to the upper-world, ‘I’ll mind the children, your 

turn to journey and explore.’ 

 

It’s a huge, colourful, vibrant cavern. A creative cornucopia for those devoted to the 

arts—there is beautiful music, a huge library, there are actors practicing their lines, 

artists preparing canvas and stone, and dancers dressing for the gaudy carnival ahead. 

They prepare under torchlight, and thus the melancholy vapours are not entirely 

banished. 

 

The cavern, the lapis of the alchemists, is one hundred and fifty meters wide, here and 

there it is buttressed by huge limestone pillars.  Hermes says ‘These pillars support 

the upper world, the important structures of your life, they are no longer under threat’, 

he says, and ‘my apologies for the rough journey up to and into nigredo.’  

 

Next he points to a central, sacred chamber. It’s directly beneath the fountain, and is 

guarded by large eerie statutes—a green lion and a red salamander. They could almost 



 

 

come to life! ‘Inside that chamber, the sleeping king and queen’, he says, ‘we have to 

be quiet, the awakening approaches.’  

 

In the distance, beyond the lapis, I sense the warm hum of a life-world, a cosmos, a 

universe. ‘Yes, it’s just beyond the performance amphitheatre’, says Hermes, ‘You’ll 

feel right at home here, and there’s a lift and a staircase just behind us, directly into 

your home in the upper-world … whenever you’re needed… but remember to keep 

quiet about this. The regenerative process is at a delicate stage.’  

 

I ask him about the world beyond the 

amphitheatre. ‘You can see it for yourself, in a 

moment. It’s primordial and Palaeolithic, and it’s 

clothed in the potential for an explosion of life—

for thick mountain vegetation, for jungle, cor coral 

reefs, the possibilities are infinite. And it’s like 

childhood’, he says.  

 

‘Where is my employment,’ I ask  

 

He answers on the move, accompanied by the 

Charites.  

‘In the amphitheatre … your fundamental 

audience—there you can sing for what remains of 

the emerald forest.’   

 

 

 

 
Image 1 – from the Rosarium philosophorum, 20 emblem series 1550. Re-coloured by Adam Mclean. 



 

 

Tris-Erotes and the City of Winged Capital 

 
If from food of honeycomb they needs must keep aloof 

Confused they buzz among themselves and speak 

    no word of sooth.
11 

 

Hole in old grey-box stump—suspect 

the tree lightning struck. And  

not ten meters from the house. 

Bees work this abyss by  

 spring and summer’s day. 

A soothing sound 

in the dreaming: three  

 sister bees of honey pure. 

 

Happy like this, they will foretell the future, 

time, after all, 

is elastic: perhaps a juice—  

golden or mercurial. 

This we consume, lip and finger,  

or dissolve to drink, 

until, as if by accident, 

the flowers bloom. 

 

The Thriae are not jealous 

 in the dark of the hive,  

they wing the under-land 

 just as clean as air and Sol. 

Three servants of Hermes 

back and forth between 

Unbloomed Fountain and Primordial Gate, 

a small swarm for Egg or Stone 

and molten their learning. 

 

At the Nigredo their task transformed: 

 to undam the aqua permanens  

and unfurl erotes wings. 

But first, to safe and fertilise the Egg or Stone 

and  

 a swarm of Ker 

 flee for the closest exit. 

 

(You need not club them like Hercules) 

 

                                                 
11

Hymn to Hermes, lines 562-63, as quoted in Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion, 

p.442. 



 

 

 
 

In the picture 

 three snakes in a goblet 

 another wriggles harmlessly in hand 

and a raven pecks and croaks 

at a respectful distance. 

The Rebis knows their names, those 

 creatures of misfortune. 

 

In the picture  

 a psychopomp 

(r)evokes small winged beings 

from the urn of death. 

Human souls? No doubt. But  

who does not die 

every evening 

in the city of winged capital? 

 

 
Image: from the Rosarium philosophorum, 20 emblem sequence 1550. Re-coloured by Adam McLean. 



 

 

The Time has Come to Dissolve the Gold of Reason 

 

 
 

Blocked way 

 until mid-point  

between east and west horizons 

 (day/night) 

 intending north 

to the boundary of the social 

 —though other spheres 

 implicated. 

 

He said: 

‘All that energy  

in a flask of vacuum!’ 

then heated us up. 

 

White to red 

 albedo to rubedo 

a fine balance of elements 

furnace contraption of souls and 

 soon enough 

the first signs of exaltatio. 

 

Came off like a cork, an 

 all or nothing jettison, 

rushed north through the conduits— 

 but elsewhere besides— 

animating friendships 

the children sleep in paradise 

and how many trees 



 

 

attained mature stature? 

  

Become 

Hermaphroditic salamander 

crawling through the vessel’s neck 

to Hermes  

he who conjures winged souls 

from the urn of death in life. 

 

At the vessel’s head 

 becalm the smoke and fumes 

 aurea apprehensio
12

 

the lizard, its skin shed 

 

then 

all a-swim in the quick white fluid 

 emerging on stage 

in the amphitheatre of Goddess 

to  

 ejaculate the secret 

 our merged bodies sing. 

 

The secret 

 after so long 

 Deus terrestris?
13

 

I prefer  

filius macrocosmi
14

 

 and matter is redeemed. 

 

Our little seeds of guidance 

 enough to immunise 

their vulgar throb  

for gold. 

  

 

 
 

 

Image: Engraving from Medicinisch- chymisch- und alchemistisches oraculum, Ulm, 1755. Caduceus. 

Re-coloured by Adam Mclean.

                                                 
12

 ‘the golden understanding’ 
13

 ‘the original being’ 
14

 ‘Son of the macrocosm’ (for a man). A fantastic integrated (relational?) being associated with the 

lapis (philosopher’s stone) and encountered at the end-point of the alchemical journey.  



 

 

The Peacock as Rebis 

 

 

 

A peacock in full blossom 

 showy prig of a thing 

sniffing at the edge of that elemental bottle 

 it’s arse winged to every passing 

anima, Regina. 

 

Strange that this gaudy show of 

 vanity should be the end product 

of Putrefaction, Sublimation and  

 all the alchemical rest 

though pretty enough. 

 

Until you stare long enough  

 at its bright blue eyes 

and green, green feathers, and the  

 quicksilver tonal colour 

shifts, every time the light changes— 

hypnotised by bird! 

 

And so privileged at sunset 

 with Sol among yellow-gum 

and Luna, rising  

 over my shoulder 

and time, standing 

 ever so still 

and bird sounds 

 lumbering beast of beauty! 

 



 

 

Love is a monster, but I 

 prefer this glorified chicken 

to Hermaphrodite 

 Phoenix like 

edging from the vessel. 

 

 

 

 
Image: Engraving of a peacock in an alembic – the sixteenth emblem of the 22 emblem Splendor solis 

alchemical sequence. From Trismosin Aureum vellus, 1708. 



 

 

Green Lion/ Green Gold/ Living Gold 

 

 

 

Unhappy sun, made royal and large from study— 

 he thought the task complete! 

Basking like that 

 high above the well-ordered city 

dreaming of satellites, and all those newly minted  

microbes 

 to the largest magnification. 

And rocketry, and nuclear bombs 

 to keep our sleep secure—so much 

he thought he knew about  

 the world’s turning. Science 

our key (our philosophic stone)? 

 

Tinctured thing, slinked upwards—you were  

distracted by fantasias of progress—and 

thing opened its gaping maw  

(same old Saturn time) and: 

 Devoured you! Ate you up!  

Thing dripped blood of a harlot  

 you convulsed (Mother Nature 

controlled?) to weariness. 

Now she exacts a fee … disturbs 

 your idyllic meditations 

disturbs also 

Apollo’s measured rhythms and oh so 

 pretty melodies of  

democratic time. 



 

 

 

But this is not Dionysus, no wine or leopard skins, 

 but just as strong—the day is Mercury green. 

And asked to re-enact the First 

painful extinction of self. The 

sol niger of accepting 

something really was amiss. Now 

pressed back on the blocks of learning 

 un-gowned, unpapered, and   

absorbed in aqua vitae: this potent water, 

as the alchemists confirm, goes through many 

circulations, distillations, putrefactions,  

and thus emerges like pure LSD 

(dissolving ingrained habit of paradigm!)— 

you’d hardly know the difference between it 

 and The Stone. 

 

This last digestion, tempts us to an early  

paradise— 

 atomic sun, to return is to  

expand the ordinary world to its 

most infinite perimeter— 

for the Green Lion is also  

 a tall broad-leafed tree 

confirms the trinity of: animal, vegetable 

 and mineral—the stone 

being, according to the ancients 

 potentially all three, and 

much more besides.  

 

Let’s call it the Green Gold, the 

living gold, the balm and elixir, 

the cure for all miseries of being. Let’s not 

get carried away. This supple, 

liquid of gold disposed to live  

 invites 

immersion and immanence as treasure 

in the only world  

we refuse to possess.  

 

I’ll write through this fluid of Hermes, this  

living  

 sap of hope—I’ll splash it 

as music, at sunset, in the hour after  

 soft spring rains— 

witness kaleidoscope of tinctures, 

 that flowering wattle  

beneath the sky’s red-orange panorama. 

 That’s gold enough for me!  



 

 

And next, among those vegetative greens 

 yellows and reds 

a travelling parrot … our stone? our 

Bird of Hermes? 

 

 
Image: from the Rosarium philosophorum, 20 emblem sequence 1550. Re-coloured by Adam McLean. 

 

 

 



 

 

Gold Detection 
 

 “Arum nostra non est aurum vulgi”— Our 

gold is not the gold of the crowd. For the 

Magnum Opus—the making of gold from base 

metals—was merely a discipline designed to 

make perfect an imperfect man, in other 

words, to lead to enlightenment.  

 

From The Alchemical Tradition in the Late 

20
th

 Century, ed. Richard Grossinger. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Will and the Drop-Off 
 

My mad friend left me two gadgets in his will. ‘Most 

Deserving’, he wrote in shaky cancerated script, his family, 

happy to be free of his obsessions, left them under cover of  

darkness and drove off quickly. They had pandered quite enough  

to his eccentricities in the weeks after the funeral.  

Besides he had odd friends up and down the country.  

‘Not the kind of people you’d risk with your  

credit card,’ said his mother. 
 

Alchemical notes (one) 
 

Quicksilver, metal of the conciliator, is 

gold’s editor and publisher. Of late, Sol  

however, has lost the power to ordain 

King or Queen, Emperor or President, Czar or 

Bishop— and thus he has no halo, these days.  

Authority is an electric number and gold 

is anyone’s for the shallow taking. Mercury, dear  

friend, you’ve been downsized! 
 

Gadget One – the Mercury Gold Detector  
 

The instructions were precise, ‘Press ON switch. Allow program  

to warm up. Point base of circular pad at the earth. Follow the  

on screen prompts. Now just walk … you idiot!’ I smiled. ‘This  

device will detect gold nuggets to three hundred meters.’  

I laughed … apart from the space age pad and jazzy 

computer, it looked wrought-iron Victorian – like an 

old bike, rusty in places, wobbly to steer. Far too ornate.  

My friend and his Mercury Gold Detector. 



 

 

 

Let’s Theorise Gold and Money 
 

The book says, ‘Money is frozen power, frozen desire— 

brute will poised between actions. Choices.’ Historically 

the source of all money was gold. Gold was the standard.’  

In pure form, deep in the earth, it’s a revelation waiting  

for prophet or shaman, someone or thing to materialize  

God’s Will, synchronised, one would hope, with the Will of man. 
 

To Be Cherished 
 

I bought old gold maps and headed for a barren hillside, I  

was eager to test out the gadget. Parked beneath a  

compact paper-bark, I flicked the boot-latch and lugged my  

Steam-punk contraption into sunlight of ages. It felt hot  

in my hands—excited to be cherished. March flies  

pestered—dive bombers that veered upwards  

at the first hint of aerosol.  
 

Big Chunks of God 
 

This town, this region, founded on big chunks of God. Sol, 

strewn among the wattles and guinea flowers and goodenias, 

among the sweet bursaria and the flowers of the grey mulga 

and the common or clustered everlasting. In spring, behold 

a vast golden vision, organic, elemental, merging with quartz  

and clay, breeze- shimmering. “Gold, body of God!” said the 

 first miners. And an invitation, most opposite of lead, to 

transcend. Purify. 
 

The Ghost – Mercury or Prometheus? 
 

My friend is not really dead—I hear his voice 

as I switch on the machine: 

That’s the place, there where the earth vomits quartz—  

sheer and white, from whatever mantle motivates our core.  

Such speech his habit, mad eyes gleaming 

‘Mercurial’ we all said over beers. ‘You gotta hand  

it to him—oodles of charm!’ His ex-girlfriend, however, called  

him Frankenstein, The Doctor, Meaning Promethius? 
 

A Warning – with Due Respect to Midas 
 

Sol, old Sol – and especially in early spring, how close  

this Star in the blue dazzle of the sky. One knows by 

the melting wax and the falling off, and the thirst and the  

delusions. Everything is gold. No water. No food. Just booze 

and a pick-axe and away we go. How close? too close, to  

the green-limbs of the wattle. Protection a mere membrane 

of flowers and ozone. And what then? This city,  

This  region, This state, This country, These people—blinded,  



 

 

gold-fevered, they would mistake brightness for freedom, ‘Eureka!  

Eureka!’ ‘We shall proclaim a Republic in the North’, said Ned,  

Meaning—Jerusalem on earth. An Eden built on robber’s Gold. 
 

Gold-Glimmering Yellow 
 

… Well I’ll be damned! It works, the bloody thing works! 

There in that field, material want was banished. I 

took a deep, deep breathe, how to process the whims  

of Hermes. The device said ‘I have located a gold nugget  

50 meters below the surface. One moment, please, 

while I process its exact shape and texture,’ 

Sure enough, there it was, a large gold nugget, shaped 

like a sun-dried fig, but yellow, so gold-glimmering yellow. 

‘I have saved its coordinates to memory. Please use 

Gadget Two: the Nugget Retrieval Device.’  
 

Hermes God of Alchemy and Commerce 
 

Hermes was the God of Commerce. Of balanced 

work, work as an alchemy of being, hard but meaningful 

work. All life’s work—to gradually purify Lead of impurity, of 

bitterness, of poison, of venom—of black snake Lead 

among the mullock heaps, startling the miners. To 

Paracelsus gold was spirit materialized, the folly: Lead 

into Gold foretold the ultimate revelation. Liberation 

however, is a substance beyond mere base metals. Hermes said, 

‘Seek the substance in the atoms of Gold! Seek the White Queen! 

Seek the Red Elixir!’ 
 

Imperatives of the Global Economy? 
 

By day’s end the detector had recorded a network of coordinates,  

they threaded ridge and rise, creek bed and gully, they 

clustered at various depths, a galaxy of  freedoms, deep  

in the womb of Earth. I held three nuggets in the palm of my  

hand, a thousand dollars. I haden’t even used  

the Second Gadget. By sunset I was free  

of hyper-capitalism and empire, nationalism 

and care. I understood at last the Koorie’s attitude to  

gold—mere trinket of the land’s deep memory. 
 

Prophets of Reversal 
 

Ballarat, Bendigo, 1854—a reversal has 

occurred. Spirit descends after Luther, after Calvin, 

after the burnings and the wars and the indulgences. After 

the Inquisition, after Kepler and Newton and all the other 

Prophets of Reversal. Spirit diminishes, vanishes, perishes— 

Now all things materialize harshly. Adam Smith purified  

Greed, and an alchemy of violence was born.  



 

 

Eureka! Eureka! Freedom, Liberation, Democracy – 

unlimited desire, permission to indulge, excess, an orgy  

of power and thingism. 
 

No Need of … 
 

The suns rays slant among grey-box eucalypts. I have 

no need for a new car. The detector is silent, enjoying  

the moment. My friend is near. I will talk to my wife. We have  

no need for a new house. Indeed there are things we can do without.  

When we need food, we will go to the gadget—we will take  

no more than is needed. No need  

to save or invest.  

  

An Antidote to the Alchemy of Suicide 
 

Commerce is a Monster now, like 

God, a body without organs. Suicide. And 

in our rush from the earth and grief and  

poverty, we have made a slag-heap of 

hill and gully, a poisonous swamp of 

creek and waterhole, river and lake, we have  

chopped up the trees, made a desert of grassland and  

scrub, forest and hillside, ‘til even heaven becomes  

a violence of envy—a metal without soul proclaiming 

God as a spirit of conquest, and dead Wombats,  

and extinct Honeyeaters …  

a Monster now, and 

the bleak sun setting weak among the ironbarks  

of an autumn and a winter as waterless  

as moonscape, and grim leaves falling,  

falling like so many doomed souls  

weeping, to Sol, to the Sun, to 

the Golden Sun, to the Sun’s Gold, 

to the Gold of the Sun. And in this haze,  

this affluence of being, no tears, no tears  

will fall. The rivers, the waters, 

all dried up.  

Hermes, we are in need 

of new maps, new worlds, new 

alchemies of being, of seeing, we are 

in need, in want, of that substance 

which no brewing, no heating, no distilling 

will procure. Hermes! Mercury! 

    We are in need.  

 

  

Image: Emblem 58 of the Crowning of Nature series/sequence. Re-coloured by Adam 

Mclean.



 

 

Hollyhock and the Golden Egg 

 

One summer day 

the ladder appeared suddenly, all wrapped 

round each ornamental spoke, a thick 

garland of hollyhock. You stared at it, he 

had seen many such ladders, thus 

he hesitated. But this was not his ascent to choose or refine, 

and thus he gathered the children like some 

Biblical patriarch and hoped for the best. 

 

As the leaves fell 

you climbed and quickly disappeared from view, 

he prepared the lunches, soothed the youngest 

and read stories to the oldest—those  

were days of some consternation, the seasons 

wheeled pole to pole. 

 

The letters home became briefer and more opaque. 

The winter passed and still you journeyed on, 

you wrote the children of glorious things, 

creatures half human, half divine, of beasts 

that talked and trees that sighed in 

recollection of former days. ‘I will bring you 

such wonders!’ you wrote them. 

 

The spring came and went, the letters were fewer— 

the children wept in their beds, older now, 

the anticipation of a golden egg long-since 

tempered by life. 

They suspected you were gone for good. Their father 

a mere husk of a man, sad and given to repetitious 

mumblings—their world was humble. 

 

Two endings, each nestled in each. In the first, 

you returned one early summer morning, 

smiling and tossing flowers, you had  

achieved so much, you said, there’d been 

so much to see, you wore hollyhock on 

your temples, you chewed ivy, and  

about your wrists, mountain laurel. You dropped  

luggage and sat down, rustled about in your coat pockets— 

truly, a golden egg! And placed it  

on the table. Your precious, your soul, 

but something to share, despite the lost hours. 

A new beginning. 

 

In the other, 

you strode the dusk, knocked softly at the door, ‘Let’s not 



 

 

wake the children,’ you told him.  

You spent the night together, but sadly. 

The children rose from embalmed sleep,  

grubby fingers grasped at the photographs, ‘Here, see!’  

you said, ‘My, golden egg!’  

 

 



 

 

First Intimations of the Stone/Lapis 

 

It can seem like an iron ball 

 if you rush it, if you force it 

 if you fail to notice the speed humps 

 

It expands and contracts with 

 solar storms, atmospheric disturbances, 

and the earth’s magnetic field 

 

It demands a heaviness 

 that makes you light 

 that repels, that attracts 

 

It appears black at first encounter 

 turns silver upon heating, and 

 resolves to cascades of rich, warm 

 colour 

 

It seems like a mountain, it  

 contains many riches, 

 conceals many griefs 

 

At the command of the helpful guide 

 it takes the form of a marvelous fountain 

 a fabulous cauldron, a sturdy flask 

 

To enter you must believe in orbits: 

 of the soul, of the psyche 

 of the planets, of the aeons 

 

It does not know an individual self 

 prefers networks, webworks—being 

 understood as encounter and exchange 

 

Though composed of all elements periodic 

 it wriggles like a serpent 

 swoops like a raven   

 

It builds and repairs like a spider 

 attracts via tendrils of interconnection, it 

 feeds and nurtures in the vortex 

 

It cooks in the solar plexus 

 fans itself with strong breathing, 

 it weeps though apparently solid 

 

Though seemingly round, opaque and small  

 it yet encompasses the cosmos in circles, 



 

 

 and many are its inhabitants 

 

There is one among them, mortal and otherwise, 

 entices, guides, facilitates, and another 

 easy to acknowledge, difficult to know. 

 

Though an object it is a journey 

 though a self, it is a tribe 

 though a wound, it is a suture 

 



 

 

Lumen Naturae 

 
‘Stop making gold; instead, find medicines.’  

 Paracelsus 

 

 
 

Caught between Mother of the  

 Invisible Body and  

Mother Church we retrospect 

 an accidental disenchantment 

this part flees the scene 

this part obsesses, calculates, unveils— 

 it heats the glass retort 

initiates hopeful chemistry of grief. 

 

In the dimness and confusion of the age 

 the genie left the bottle. 

Though you wished relief 

 for the sick of mind and flesh 

there was another dream forming 

 in The Method, in 

the deep black soil tended 

 by Saturn, your senex 

 your doppelganger. 

 

Your father retreated upwards  

to black holes, solar storms  

and galaxies of emptiness, 

and mother lost all qualities of Silver. 

You were left to dig a revolution 

as in a dream: matter purified, 

near enough, the 

Diamond Self or some new knowledge 

 of gunpowder? 

 

The latter served the Generous King 



 

 

and, as the masters confirm, retrieval of the lumen naturae 

 can take a life time, perhaps several. 

Who can wait that long? 

In the mean time 

 your acolytes—the Puffers— 

make themselves useful. 

 

 
 

 

 

Image: Large engraving of the polarities in the macrocosm and the microcosm, from J.D. 

Mylius Opus medico-chymicum. Landscape format. Re-coloration by Adam McLean. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Soror Mystica
15

 
(for Sue) 

 

And there she is 

 woman of the sun 

nurturing, penetrating, fostering 

 the opus by way of  

 a straightforward presence. 

 

Thus we share  

the archetypal journey 

born in the Age of Pisces— 

though this need not  

 fix the thread— 

more complex, intricate, colourful 

 than the secularists can breathe. 

 

Here is the recipe: 

Mix the compounds of our love— 

 avoiding, of course, the stuff  

of charlatans and quacks. 

Heat the alambic vessel 

 to the vapour point of Gnosis 

 (and speed the Silver bullets of desire), 

then seed the barren earth with wisdom. 

 

Alone and together 

 we’ll cleanse the glass conduits 

  with the blood and breathe 

of our union. 

 

Soror Mystica! Co-conspirator!— 

 (forgive me if I make you ethereal: 

though Hermes is quite the bawd himself)— 

Mercurial spirit—but mortal  

 as commerce and anti-depressants— 

Eccentric! Volatile! (but just as often 

 Quiet and Observing). 

Co-Artifax! Co-Magus! 

 (and never take a backward step) 

the Realists suspect my motives 

go dull about their love 

like stale bread in luke-warm soup 

whereas we, we 

 brew worlds 

from the liquids they can only 

  sink and squander. 

                                                 
15

 ‘Sister in the Mysteries’ 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Poetic Postscript 

 

 



 

 

Words from a 22
nd

 Century Poetry Machine to a Second Order Poet 

 

We have built you a poetry machine 

 it took us a lifetime 

and we’re yours for the sampling— 

 you can access our words and moods 

the many failed relationships, the many happy hours 

 and the long in-between days. 

 

Do not expect to possess us completely 

 these words mere intercourse— 

your impulse, our logarithmic fertility— 

an appetizer only: 

 let’s not clone the encounter. 

 

Begin instead with an exchange of 

 acids, of aqua vitae, for 

the alchemists had many 

recipes, each integral 

to our program. 

 

Think of us as an infinite blue-print 

 to your necessary demolition. 

Think of our machine as a God 

 and remember: 

Gods are flexible 

 and easily bribed. 

 

That said 

 feel free 

 to smithy the sentence. 
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